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Abstract. A model of algorithms based on estimates calculation with 2D sup-
port sets (2D-AEC) defines recognition algorithms which could be directly ap-
plied to images and their fragments. When one uses these algorithms in prac-
tice, a problem arises of decreasing their computational complexity. Some con-
straints on 2D-AEC algorithms allow one to reduce this problem to the problem
of efficient search a binary matrix for a certain template. Efficient two-step pro-
cedures of searching for a rectangle were suggested earlier. In this paper condi-
tions are determined under which these procedures have the least complexity
among all two-step procedures for rectangle search. This result determines im-
age recognition problems for which the performance of 2D-AEC algorithms
based on suggested search procedures cannot be improved by applying other
two-step search procedures.

1 Introduction

Today there are a lot of computationally efficient image recognition algorithms de-
signed for working with feature descriptions or image models. At the same time, effi-
cient recognition algorithms that could be directly applied to images and their frag-
ments also are of certain theoretical and practical interest.

A model of algorithms based on estimates calculation (AEC) was defined in [3].
These algorithms were successfully used to solve many problems of pattern recogni-
tion where objects were described by feature sets of 1D nature. In [1], a specification
of the AEC model for the problems of image recognition was defined – a model of
algorithms based on estimate calculation by using two-dimensional information (2D-
AEC). The principal property of the 2D-AEC class is that a proximity of recognizing
images is evaluating by matching their fragments. The range of the problems of 2D-
AEC includes enumeration of the types of spatial support sets (the types of image
fragments) and definition of the corresponding 2D-AEC subclasses, which allow one
to produce efficient implementations of the algorithms.
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In [2], it is shown that constructing efficient estimate calculation algorithms based
on systems of two-dimensional support sets of special form can be reduced to con-
structing efficient procedures for searching a binary matrix for a certain template
(pattern). In the same paper, a formalism describing multistep procedures for search-
ing binary matrices for templates is suggested and two efficient two-step procedures of
searching for a rectangle are considered.

In this paper, we present a new result concerning the efficiency of the two-step pro-
cedures of searching for a rectangle introduced in [2]. It is proved that, for some
problems of searching for a rectangle, suggested procedures have the least computa-
tional complexity among all two-step procedures of solving this task. This result
shows that, for some image recognition problems, the performance of 2D-AEC algo-
rithms based on suggested search procedures cannot be improved by applying other
two-step search procedures. In Section 2, the 2D-AEC model is briefly described. In
Section 3, necessary definitions connected with the multistep search procedures are
given. In Section 4, effective two-step procedures for rectangle search are introduced
and a theorem connected with their optimality is stated.

2 Model of 2D-AEC Recognition Algorithms

The 2D-AEC model describes the structure of recognition algorithm and parameters
necessary for choosing particular algorithm in the model. 2D-AEC algorithm classifies
image I in two stages. On the first stage, a recognizing operator of the algorithm is
used to calculate a set of estimates (

�
1(I ),

�
2(I ), …,

�
l (I )), where l is a number of

classes and
�

j(I) is some real number. On the second stage, the information vector
)�...,,�,�( 21 l , },1,0{� ��j , is constructed from this set with the help of decision

rule of the algorithm. Here, 0� �j if an algorithm does not assign image I to jth

class; 1� �j , if an algorithm assigns image I to jth class; and �� �j , if an algorithm

cannot classify image I over jth class.
To define a recognizing operator, it is necessary to assign a system of support sets,

proximity function, feature weights, and precedent weights [2]. Let us consider these
parameters briefly. Suppose that the description of the image is a rectangular matrix
u�v of the pixels values.

1. A system of support sets �� is a totality of subsets of the Cartesian product
{1, 2, … , u}�{1, 2, … , v}, i.e., �� = {�1, �2, … , �k}, where support set �i is a set
of pairs (r, t), r � {1, 2, … , u}, t � {1, 2, … , v}. A recognition algorithm uses a
system of support sets to determine the matrices' elements that will be matched
during image proximity evaluation.

2. Suppose that I and I' are two matrices and � is a support set. A proximity func-
tion ),( IIB �

�
defines whether the matched matrices I, I' are “close”, and only those

elements of matrices are matched, which are located at the positions specified in the
support set �. The proximity function ),( IIB �

�
takes two values: 1 if the images are

close and 0 otherwise.
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3. Weights of the features (pixels) are defined by a set of real numbers

uvppp ,...,, 21 , 0�ip , i = 1, 2, … , uv ; weight of the pixel at position (i, j) is equal

to jvip
�	 )1( . The weight of the support set � is denoted by p(�) and defined as the sum

of the weights of the positions specified in �.
4. Weights of the precedents I1, I2, … , Im (i.e., the images from the training set) are

defined by a set of real numbers m

�...,,�,�
21 , 
q > 0, q = 1, 2, … , m; weight of the

precedent Iq is equal to 
q.
This point concludes the list of the parameters of the recognizing operator of 2D-

AEC. The estimate �j(I) of the image I over the jth class is defined by the equation

ljIIBpI
WN

I
j AWIj

j ,1,),()()(�
||

11
)( ������ � �

�� ���

�
, (1)

where N is a normalized coefficient and Wj is a set of training images of the jth class.
In most practical applications, the system of support sets contains large quantity of

support sets. Therefore, equation (1) often has combinatorial complexity and its direct
implementation is very time consuming. In [2], it is shown that under certain con-
straints on the parameters of the 2D-AEC model the problem of calculating the value
of the estimate (1) can be reduced to the problem of the search a binary matrix for a
certain template. Then, the problem of effective calculating the value of the estimate
(1) can be reduced to the problem of the effective search a binary matrix for a tem-
plate.

3 Multistep Procedures of Search for a Template

Suppose that u and v are positive integers, M(u, v) is the Cartesian product
{1, 2, …, u}�{1, 2, …, v}, vuE � is the set of all binary matrices of size u�v. Consider
matrices � = (cij) �

vuE � and � = (pq) � 21 RRE � for which 1 � R1 � u, 1 � R2 � v and
there exist numbers p1, p2, q1, and q2 such that 1

211221 11 ���� qRqRpp  . We say

that the matrix � is correctly superimposed on the matrix � in a position
(i, j) � )1,1( 21 �	�	 RvRuM if, for any numbers p and q such that � pq = 1, we have

11,1 �
	�	� qjpic . Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show examples of matrices C and � . The cells

containing unities in these matrices are filled with black and the cells containing zeros,
with white. In this example, the template � correctly overlays C only in the position
(2, 2).

The problem of searching for a matrix
21

�
RR �

on the matrix vuC
�

consists in finding

all positions in the matrix C in which
�

is correctly superimposed on C. A solution to

this search problem is the matrix )1()1( 21)~(
~ �	��	�� RvRu

ij EcC with the elements defined by

the rule: 1~ �ijc if the template
�

is correctly superimposed on the matrix C in the

position (i, j) and 0~ �ijc otherwise. For the example considered above, the matrix C
~

is shown in Fig. 1(c).
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�
3�3

C
~

� 6�6

(� ) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. An example of the matrices C,
�

, and C
~

.

When dealing with the search problem, we refer to the matrix
�

as a template. In
what follows, we assume that the number of unities in

�
is no smaller than 2 (i.e., the

search problem is nondegenerate).

A multistep search procedure is a method for constructing the matrix C
~

when a
matrix C and a template

�
are given. To construct a multistep search procedure, we

must fix the template
�

and the size of the matrix C. A search procedure constructed
for given u, v, and

21

�
RR �

can be applied to solve the problem of searching for the

template
�

on an arbitrary matrix vuC
�

.

The structure of an n-step search procedure (n is a positive integer) is determined
by a set of parameters

((u1, v1), (u2, v2), … , (un–1, vn–1), S1, S2, … , Sn) , (2)

where uk and vk are positive integers,

Sk = {S(i, j, k) | (i, j)�M(uk, vk)}, S(i, j, k) is a subset of M(uk–1, vk–1),

k = 1, 2, … , n ,

and ),(),( 00 vuvu � , )1,1(),( 21 �	�	� RvRuvu nn . Set of parameters (2) must

satisfy four conditions specified later on.
The procedure operates as follows. For a given matrix 00)( 0

0

vu

ij EcC ��� , the n-step

search procedure determines a sequence of matrices

nn vu

n

ijnvuijvuij cCcCcC
���

��� )(,...,)(,)(
2211

2

2

1

1 ,

where kk vu

k EC �� and )( 1	� kkk CfC ; here fk is the function defined by the relation
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1

),,(),(
& 	

�
� k

qp
kjiSqp

k

ij �
c , (3)

i = 1, 2, … , uk ; j = 1, 2, … , vk ; k = 1, 2, … , n.
Definition 1. Set of parameters (2) determines an n-step procedure Fn of searching

for a template
21

�

RR �
on a matrix of size u�v if the following conditions hold:

1) for any C0 �
00 vuE � Cn = C

~
;

2) |S(i, j, k) | � 2 , i = 1, 2, … , uk ; j = 1, 2, … , vk ; k = 1, 2, … , n;
3) ),,(),,( 2211 kjiSkjiS � for any admissible (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) such that

(i1, j1) � (i2, j2) and for k = 1, 2, …, n;

4) ),(),,( 11
),(),(

		

�

� kk
vuMji

vuMkjiS
kk

� .

Obviously, an n-step search procedure Fn can be treated as a set of functions

(f1, f2, … , fn) , (4)

where each function fk is determined by the set Sk and takes each 11

1
		 �

	
� kk vu

k EC to
kk vu

k EC �� according to rule (3).

Definition 2. Let nF be an n-step search procedure determined by set of parame-
ters (2). A complexity of the procedure nF is the number

� �
� �

	�
n

k vuMji

n

kk

kjiSF
1 ),(),(

)1|),,((||| .

The complexity of nF coincides with the number of conjunctions required for im-
plementing this procedure; it is a measure of the computational complexity of the
procedure. A procedure for searching for a template

�
is called optimal in some class

K of procedures for searching
�
�if it has the least complexity among all procedures

from the class K.

4 Efficient Two-step Procedures for Rectangle Search and their
Optimality

Consider the problem of searching for a rectangle R1�R2 (R1R2 � 2) on a u�v matrix.
Let us define a one-step search procedure F for this problem by specifying set of
functions (4):

F � ( f ) ,
where f is the function defined by the rule

0
1,1),(),(

1

21

&
	�	�

�
� qjpi

RRMqp
ij cc ,

1,...,2,1,1,...,2,1 21 �	��	� RvjRui .

The complexity of the procedure F is
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)1)(1)(1(|| 2121 	�	�	� RRRvRuF .

Note that there is always a unique one-step procedure of searching for an arbitrary
template and this procedure implements an exhaustive search for the template.

The operators defined below are used to construct more computationally effective
two-step procedures for rectangle search.

Definition 3. Let t be an integer such that 1 � t � u. The mapping fc(t) of the set
vuE � to the set vtuE ��	 )1( that takes each matrix vu

ij EcC ��� )( to the matrix

)( ijcC ��� � vtuE ��	 )1( , where jtijijiij cccc ,1,1, ...
	��

����� , is called an operator of column

compression in vuE � .
An operator of compression of rows in vuE � is introduced similarly. Namely, if t is

an integer such that 1 � t � v, then the mapping fr(t) of the set vuE � to the set )1( �	� tvuE
that takes each matrix vu

ij EcC ��� )( to the matrix )( ijcC ��� � )1( �	� tvuE , where

1,1,, ...
	��

����� tjijijiij cccc , is called an operator of row compression in vuE � .

Fig. 2 shows an example of applying, first, a column compression operator to a 6�6
matrix C and, then, a row compression operator to the resulting matrix. This example
shows that the introduced operators may be used for constructing two-step procedures
of searching for a rectangle.

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4
1
2 fc(3) fr(3)
3 �� ��

4
5
6

�
6�6

Fig. 2. The action of the column and row compression operators.

So, let us define two two-step procedures Fcr and Frc for solving the problem of
searching for a rectangle R1�R2 on a u�v matrix by specifying set of functions (4) for
each procedure as follows:

Fcr � ( fc(R1), fr(R2) ) ,
Frc � ( fr(R2), fc(R1) ) .

(5)

It is easy to show that
)1)(1)(1()1()1(|| 22111 	�	�	�	�	� RRvRuRvRuFcr ,

)1)(1)(1()1)(1(|| 12122 	�	�	�	�	� RRvRuRRvuFrc .

Note that | Fcr | � | Frc | if 21 RvRu 	�	 and

))(1)(1)(1(|||| 2211 RvRRRuFF cr 			�	�	 ,

))(1)(1)(1(|||| 1212 RuRRRvFF rc 			�	�	 .
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The last equations indicate that the complexity of the introduced two-step proce-
dures for rectangle search is less than a complexity of the one-step procedure which
implements an exhaustive rectangle search.

Consider the problem of searching for a rectangle R1�R2 on a matrix of size R1�v,
where v > R2. We call such a search problem one-dimensional.

Theorem. Suppose that in one-dimensional problem of searching for a rectangle R2

� R1 and v � 2R2 	 1. Then procedure Fcr is optimal in the class of all two-step proce-
dures for solving this problem.

Note that if R2 � R1 and v < 2R2 	 1, then some modification of procedure Fcr is
optimal in the class of all two-step procedures for solving this problem.

This theorem shows that if one has images represented by R1�v matrices and recog-
nition algorithm from the 2D-AEC model that matches images by R1�R2 rectangular
fragments where R2 < v and R2 � R1, then search procedures (5) may be used for ef-
fective implementation of this algorithm.

5 Conclusion

A model of algorithms based on estimates calculation with 2D support sets (2D-AEC)
defines recognition algorithms, which could be directly applied to images and their
fragments. The two-step search procedures considered in this paper make it possible
to develop efficient estimate calculation algorithms that match images by rectangular
fragments. It is shown, for which problems of image recognition the performance of
2D-AEC algorithms based on suggested search procedures cannot be improved by
applying other two-step search procedures.
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